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1. Introduction

Let Xi,Xz, be a sequence of independent observations from
a continuous population with density function/(a:) and distribution
function F (x). With No — Mo ^ 1, we successively define

N, = Min {j ;j > N^-u Xi < X }
M, = Min I7:7>M„-i, Zy > Xm^_^}

and call

the g-th lower record and

Q

Ihe t/th upper record where it is customary to treat X^ as the zeroth
lower as well as upper record. In a given sequence wethus distinguish
those elements which are less than (or exceeding) all the preceding
observations. This problem arises in many practical situations such
as weather reporting, sports events etc.

The statistical behaviour of records relative to others is of

interest in its own apart from its applications to forecasting and
decision making. Chandler'^' initiated the study of records in a
stationary time scries by deriving the distributions of (/) the fth record
{ii) its place of occurrence. Foster and Stuart'^' developed test proce
dures based on number of records for testing the trend of a time
series. For other distribution free tests for stochastic processes see
Bell,Woodrofe and Avdhani'®>. For the study of coverage, exceedenees
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in Records refer to the authors'^'®'. Barton and Mallows'^' have given
the connection between record value problem and other problems
such as (0 Amalgamation and (ii) SimonNewcomb problems. Renyi""
investigated the index of the ^th record and its limiting distribut
ion showing that log is asymptotically normal. The waiting
time Aa between g—1th and gth record obeys the weak law of large
numbers and a central limit theorem; seeNeuts'®'. Resnick'^"' has given
necessary and sufficient conditions under which a record value has
asymptotically normal distribution. A number of papers dealing
with various aspects of records have appeared recently; see for
example'^'^'ii'i^'"'.

In this paper, we obtain the moments of the sampling distribu
tion of the lower (upper) record statistics where the parent population
has a specified form say with a given c.d.f. F (.). The joint distribu
tion of two consecutive records alongwith their marginal distributions
is given below to be used in the sequel. The probability that there
are exactly Aa = — iVa_i—1 observations from the occurrence
of q—1th to that of the ^th record and that the gth lower record has
value in 0',,, y^+dy^) for g=1,2, ...,r is

r

(1-F dF {yo) yF(y,) JJ (1 -F (y,-,)) dF (y,)
Vl 9=2

SO that on summing over all possible N's we have the joint density
of the records Li,...,Lr to be

00

(1)
- dFiy^) ^ f(h)...f(yr)

F(yo) JF(yi)-P(yr-i)
yi

from which we easily have the joint density of yr-j^, yr as

rv [-lOgF(x)Y-^ . /M fy.gr-l>r{x,y) (/•—!)! F (x)

— co<y<x<co,

and the density of Lr as

gr (7)=/{y){-H P (yWlr !, - 00 <J< 00 (3)

The results in upper records are easily given by replacing F by l—F
in the above results.
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Remark—. If the parent population is symmetric then Ur and
—Lr have the same distribution. Assuming that the respective
moments exist, C/,+Lr and Ur—Lr are uncorrelated.

The Jacobian of the transformation from X to —X being unity,
the density function of —Lr is

f(-y)[-logFi-y)Ylr\

=f{y)[-log{l-F(y)Wlr\

as the population is symmetric; the density function of - L, is thus
the same as that of Ur- Now

EiUriL,) '^E{-Lr) + E(Lr) = 0,

it follows that cov {Ur+Lr, U,—Lr) = E {U\) —E (L^r) and is zero.

2./(.) Concentrated Over A Finite Range:

Here we consider the case when/ vanishes outside the interval
(a, (3). We assume that F'^x) is well defined, possesses continuous
derivatives at x~o which are bounded. The moment generating
function of Lr is

E(e'̂ ^) =

The transformation Z= -log F (x) reduces it to

OD

e'"' fix) [ F(x))y

—j cxp tF-^ (e-0 j dz
0

Expanding G {x)=F-\x) about x—o, we have

x^G(x) =•• a+xfli h^ a2 + .--

where

and by our assumption 1fl/j [ <M. Now substituting

G(e-^) =a+aie-«+^e-^^+...
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we have the moment generating function to be

and Var

so that

Mr it)
at

E {Li) =• K+

1+

2r+l

2^

aj a^t ^
2^+i^2(3r+l)

from which on diflferentiation and setting t=o,

3r+l

(L,) a/

a (L,) ^ ai/(V3)'-+i

It follows that as r^x,

£:(L,)->a, cT(C^,)->o

In a similar manner one can show that

cr(l7,)->0,

Thus Lr is a consistent estimate for k and Ur for (3. If the
sample size is not fixed and observations are taken until a record of
specified order occurs then it can be used in estimating the parameter
a or Pof the distribution. From the moment generating function of
Lr, it can be shown that

Ing E exp

= - ^(V3y+Hlog M(/(V3)^+i)

(4)

(5)

(6)

asr^co. (7)

Thus Lf is asymptotically normal and a similar result holds
for Ur.

3. Logistic Population

Here we have

•fW = [1+ —00<*< 00

Resnick'^®' has shown that the class of limit laws for record
values is of the form Ar(—log(—log G (x)) where G (x) is an extreme
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value distribution and N(x) is the standard normal distribution. In
particular, the limiting distribution is normal iff the minimum in a
random sample of size n from the population with

H(x)=l-exp[-{-logF(x)}i]
as the distribution function has the limiting distribution

Aix)=-exp

With F + it can be shown that the limit law for the
rth record is the standard normal distribution. We proceed to
establish this result directlj' by computing the moments of Lf. For
this we define a function G(0) related to the moment generating
function of L, by

G(0)=M,(g0)=£(e«®'̂ O-
For 0> —1, g>o it is

QO

log'-Cl+ e-""') geoB^-<">
1 /» 1rl (l-j-e-o")''

— CO

The substitution e«=l+e-ff'« reduces to it

j-^(l-e-«)-6i expl-u(l+0)l(/u
0

00

/c=0

Differentiating (8) w.r.t. 0,

- S ( + (8)

/c=0

+ y (/c'°) (mD! y _J„ (9)
k=l j=0

From which we have

gM',(0)=-(r+l)+g fc(g+l)m (^0)
/f=l
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SO that £(L,_i)-£(L,)
00

(/c-Mr+i-'
/f=l

= r^S (10')
fc=i

We now express the result in terms of the Riemann Zeta function

K(,z,q) defined by

0

-dt (11)
(\-e-r

"C (Z, q) has the series representation ;
CO

9)= E-teW'<"*>
/c=0

We denote C(Z, 1) by <: (Z). Thus from (10'),(11')

E{Lr-,)-E{Lr)=g-'Kir + l) (12)

We will now make use of the following property of (Z) in
deriving the limiting distribution of :

(: (Z)=l+0(Z-i) (13)

using (13), we have from (12)

E(Lr)=-g-^r+Oi\) (14)

Now further differentiating (9) w.r.t. 9 we get
00

g'M-,(g«)-(r+ l)(r+2)£ (
k=0

-2(r+l) /c)(0 +fc+i)r+2 2 (^)
k-l 7=0

k-l

+E( /C) (/C+1+ %(6 +i)ie +;•)
/c=2 i,j=0
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SO that
CO

g^M\(0)=(r+l)r/- +2)-2(r4-l) J
/c=l

Thus

k-\

1 (15)"''̂ 2 /c(/c+ir+^ 2 j
^=2 j=\

g^[M%(0)-MVi(0)]=2(r+]) 2 c^ip^
/(:=0

K

-2- ^ ^ ^(/c+ir+i4j 7
A=i y=i

CO

= 2(r+lK(r+2)-2 J T'̂ C'+l-i+D (16)

From (13) and (16) it follows that

g'-M'V(0)s(r + l)(r+2) (17)

From (14) and (17) we have

Ffl/-(L,)=--r+ 0(l).

Asymptotic distribution. We will nov/ show that {Vr} where

K,=(gLr+r)/v'"r

converges in distribution to the standard normal distribution. For
this, we consider the moment generating function of Vr and show that

it tends to We have

^ iic +i+ei^TY''
k=0

=#V7 KHO/V7)]
/c=l

(18)
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The first term on the right of (18) is
exp[9v7 -(r+l) log +

=exp[e vr -(/•+•])' 2? | ^
=e/^'^[l-fO(]/V O] (19)

The second term on the right of (18) is numerically less then

J , 6V (20)

for sufficiently large r. As /•->cx) the expression given by (20) is
easily seen to approach 0. Thus we have

lim
r-^ CO

showing that L, is asymptotically normally distributed.

Remark. Since the logistic population is symmetric, [/^ is also
asymptotically normal.

Asymptotic equivalence of Lr,Lr~i : We recall that two statistics
Sn and Tn used in estimaling a parameter 0 are asymptotically
equivalent if

(0 They are of equal efficiency
(h) p(Sn, Tn) ->1 as 7Z-5>CO.

Now Lr and are of equal efficiency for large r. Consider
the function G(0j, 02) defined by

G (01, di)=E [exp{g{B^ 0^ L,_i)}]
From (2), we have

G (01,02) = [ dxdy (21)(r-D!
"CO ^

The transformation e"=l-f g-"'", e—l+e-"^ reduces (21) to
00 V

dud, • ,22,

CO 00

. . (r-1)! 01 V 0
0 0 (e«-l) (e-1)

Assuming that 0i> —l, 02> - 1 and g^>0. We express (22) in the
form

^1=0 /C2 = 0
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Differentiating partially w.r.t. and 6^ and then letting
^1, we get

00

S ij+h^2
/f2= l

CO CO

^1= 5 ki^l
CO 00 '

S S (/Ci/c,(^a+l)a+A:i+A:,/ =
ki=l kz=l

After certain algebraic manipulations, we find
00 CO

Pr~Pr-x==2r -£
k=0 k=l

-2

03 k

1

i(/c+1)^+1
/c=l/=l

00

=2rC(r+l)-^(04-1-2 £yi:0-+l, ^rl)
/=!

Once again making use of (13), we have

P,^r{r\l) (23)
Thus

Cov (L„ Lr-^)=^E{Lr Lr-d-E (,Lr)E (L,-,)
r+OCl),

and

o(L L "1 ^ ^ )i 1p(L„L,-,)

Summary

In this paper we consider the moments of the sampling
distribution of L,{U,), the rth lower (upper) record statistic assuming
that the observations are drawn independently from a continuous
population. In particular if the population is symmetric we show
that Vr-\L, and Ur—Lr are uncorrelated. For the logistic population,
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we consider the asymptotic distribution of Lr, Vr and show that are
asymptotically independent and have normal distributions. Also we
establish that the limiting correlation coefiScient between Lr and Lr-i
is unity.
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